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Abstract

Health care and wellness management for a

diabetic are one of the most promising information

technology in the field of medical science. A

healthcare monitoring system is necessary to

constantly monitor diabetic patients’ physiological

parameters. Hence the major scope of this

proposed project work is to develop a smart health
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monitoring system that overcomes many

complications in diabetic patients by periodically

monitoring patients’ heartbeat rate, SPO2

(Peripheral capillary oxygen saturation) level, foot

pressures, etc. Therefore, the IoT concept is used

and sensors are connected to the human body with

a well-managed wireless network that periodically

monitors the physiological parameters of the body

to avoid high risks in diabetic patients. Continuous

health monitoring remotely works because of the

integration of all components with wearable

sensors and implantable body sensors networks

that will increase the detection of emergency

conditions at risk. Also, the proposed system is

useful to operate remotely because of inbuilt Wi-Fi

in the system.
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Metadata
Abstract:
In recent years, conventional energy sources are depleting and getting exhausted. In replacement of this, solar
Photovoltaic (PV) systems are used because of its free availability, renewabiiity and less operating cost. But the
constraints such as low efficiency, dependability on weather conditions are overcome by using maximum power point
tracking(MPPT) algorithms and efficient converters to produce the maximum power output. MATLAB/Simuiink is used
to model and analyze PV array, MPPT algorithms, and converters. In this paper, recent research developments in PV
array, various MPPT techniques, many efficient Converters are presented. This paper will give an overall idea about the
present research trends in the field of Solar Photovoltaic systems.
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Abstract:
Home automation system is gainif a significant research attention in recent years. It helps us in leading a comfortable
life and quality of lifestyle is gradually uplifted. The different methodologies used in this system have been discussed. In
modern days, a smartphone having an android application is used to supervise and control the appliances present in
the home automation system. In this paper different types of communication methodologies such as GSM, IoT, Wi-Fi,
and bluetooth are reviewed. The pros and cons of these techniques along with their features have been presented.
Based on this paper the user can choose the best suitable methodology depending upon their personal needs and
specifications for implementing an efficient automation system.
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Abstract:
This paper presents the low-cost power converter learning kit for power electronics lab in the undergraduate electrical
engineering course. This paper also examines the learning outcome of an Arduino Nano and MOSFET based converter
learning kit. With help of this converter kit, the student can learn the working and control of all types of basic power
converter circuits which is present in their electrical engineering undergraduate curriculum. This is a plug and play kind
of learning kit with minimum connection changes required to convert from one type of power converter to other types of
power converter circuit. This learning kit facilitates to learn and control all type of basic power converter circuits like the
chopper, inverter, AC voltage controller, and rectifier. It supports the single phase as well as the three-phase power
conversion and control. The total cost of the basic converter kit is less than Rs.1400 i.e., which is less than $20. The
effective usefulness and ease in use of the kit are evaluated by the feedback from the third year students of electrical
engineering course. The collective feedback result shows the low-cost converter kit is much helpful to understand the
basic concepts of the power converter circuit.
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Abstract:
Condition monitoring for bearing faults is remaining more vital in the present scenario. This study presents a simple
approach for diagnosing various bearing faults of induction motor, which uses effective statistical time domain features.
The statistical time domain features like mean absolute value, zero crossing, waveform length, slope sign changes,
simple sign integral and Willison amplitude are considered. The performance of features is studied with 6 feature
ensembles (FEs) to identify the effective FE for fault diagnosis in the induction motor. This identification is based on the
classifications that are performed by using linear discriminant analysis (LDA), naïve Bayes (NB), support vector
machine (SVM) and logistic model tree (LMT) classifiers. Each feature ensemble is investigated for 5 datasets derived
from a bench mark database for a maximum of 48 faulty conditions. The results indicate the FE constituting six features
with SVM classifier outperforms other fault diagnosis techniques.
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Abstract

The adoption of natural language processing has

become one of the essential part of artificial

intelligence. Although, the conventional concept of

natural language processing has been researched

from more than a decade but still the better results

are yet to arrive. Review of existing literatures

shows the cases where case specific studies are

carried out which still doesn’t address the problem

associated with lightweight computational model.
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Therefore, the proposed study introduces a

simplified modeling of natural language processing

which is capable of handling the unstructured data

unlike existing system without scoring any

dependencies on extra resources or cost. The study

also introduces an integrated syntactical-based and

semantic-based which is quite novel and simplified

in its form. The study outcome shows that it offers

almost instantaneous response time for all the

internal processes.
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Abstract. This work proposes the implementation of a bidirectional current-fed soft 
switched converter for solar photo voltaic system is examined and covered with 
information. Effective function of the bi-directional buck-boost topology is guaranteed 
by continuous-duty buck-boost circuit under large voltage spectrum. In battery charger 
mode, phase shift modulation and pulse width modulation control are employed. In order 
to allow the MOSFETs to have zero voltage switching, a feedforward loop was applied 
to the charging mode of the battery. Compared with the conventional bidirectional soft 
switched converter, this one would definitely be better suitable for designing such 
magnetic components. This bi directional converter is implemented for a solar structure 
and experiment results are obtained. 

Keywords: Bi Directional Converter, Solar Photo Voltaic, Soft Switching, Maximum 
Power Point Tracking. 

1   Introduction 

The application of solar photovoltaic is a modern concept and therefore must be applied 
by different method and technique. Electronic controls are used for the operation of thermal 
power plants.  It is important to contain high performance transformer. Boost converters have 
lots of uses in high current, heavy loads settings. Solar photovoltaic power generation module 
is a strong choice for high voltage bus systems since it transforms sunlight into electricity. 
Since Converters that are actually feeding current are more powerful than conventional 
Converters that are actually feeding voltage, they have less limitations. Present limiting 
feature is important when interacting with very broad currents. This is that the former has 
more flaws than the latter. Transformer parasitic are very efficient in addressing Switching 
issues. and heavy switching losses of LCC. The earliest mechanical coupling between trains is 
a soft switched converter. There are different forms of soft switched series and parallel 
converters. This new breakthrough can be implemented by the researchers in many forms. The 
major categories of LC resonating converters are LCF-type, LC-type, LLC-type, LCC-type, 
CLLC-type, etc. The frequency varies to balance the rate of usage. 
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